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Abstract

This paper shows in a simple game-theoretic model that it can be rational for non-altruistic

individuals to adopt a personal value-based norm to reciprocate. Moreover, it is argued that

such a behavioral commitment is feasible and thus self-binding. Reciprocal behavior has be-

come a stylized fact in experimental labor markets. Our analysis suggests that in laboratory

experiments ‘‘workers’’ may provide high effort either because they adopted the norm to be-

have reciprocally fair or because they fear to ‘‘work’’ with an ‘‘employer’’ who adopted the

norm to punish unkind behavior. � 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Why do we treat kind persons kindly and unkind persons unkindly? Reciprocity is
part of everyone’s experience in daily social interactions. Various sociological theo-
ries have been proposed to explain reciprocal behavior. First, equity theory suggests
that people aim to equalize the ratio of inputs to outcomes in social interactions (e.g.
Adams, 1963). Second, according to social exchange theory, people are kind to others
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for purely selfish reasons, e.g. they want the recipient to become obliged to return
the favor at some later date, to gain friendship, to impress others, or they hope to
gain social approval and social acceptance (e.g. Blau, 1964; Homans, 1961).
According to this theory, it is a social norm that one should reciprocate, i.e. a norm
which is anchored in social groups and sustained by people’s anticipation of social
sanctions when violating this norm (see also Gouldner, 1960). Related to social ex-
change theory is the notion of ‘‘reciprocal altruism’’ (Trivers, 1971), according to
which individuals aim to build a reputation to reciprocate. A ‘‘reciprocal altruist’’
thus reciprocates only if this generates future rewards. Third, the theory of repeated
games has shown that strategies based on reciprocal behavior can lead to efficiency-
enhancing cooperation among non-altruistic individuals. Placed in competition
with a variety of other computer programs modeling sets of exchange rules, Axel-
rod (1984) has shown that the ‘‘tit-for-tat’’ rule of social exchange (i.e. cooperate
only if you observe cooperation of your exchange partner, defect otherwise) yields
the best pay-offs. Fourth, evolutionary game theory has suggested specific social
learning models to explain cooperative behavior. In these models, natural or cul-
tural selection of types determines the equilibrium share of cooperative individuals
(e.g. Gale, Binmore, & Samuelson, 1995; G€uuth & Yaari, 1992). Finally, it has been
argued that people have internalized a value-based personal norm that one should
reciprocate. In contrast to a social norm, a personal norm is anchored in the self,
and sustained by self-evaluation and self-sanctioning (e.g. Schwartz & Howard,
1984).
This paper shows that it can be both rational and feasible for non-altruistic indi-

viduals to adopt such a personal norm. It can be rational if a behavioral commitment
can be credibly (even though imperfectly) signaled, yielding on average more attrac-
tive offers from partners in bilateral bargaining games. For instance, visible emotions
like facial expressions, gestures or the unconscious choice of words in a conversation
may indicate behavioral commitments (Frank, 1987, 1988). The commitment to re-
ciprocate is also feasible and thus self-binding, if deviating from it induces (psycho-
logical) costs which outweigh the (material) benefits from deviation. As Hirshleifer
(1987, p. 316) argues, emotions like gratitude or anger triggers emotions which help
to ‘‘guarantee execution of threats and promises and thereby promote achievement
of mutually beneficial solutions’’.
The game-theoretic model in this paper incorporates both ideas: imperfect signal-

ing of personal norms and psychological costs of deviating from behavioral commit-
ments. It is assumed that individuals can decide whether or not to commit to a
behavioral norm. Formally, this is represented as choice among two probability den-
sity functions of signals. That is, signaling is random, but the probability of being
recognized as someone who internalized the norm to reciprocate depends on the
choice of a signal distribution (Frank, 1987, 1988). A commitment to reciprocate
can be rational in the sense that the expected utility function (representing purely
non-altruistic preferences) in a subsequent bilateral bargaining game is maximized.
If commitment is ruled out, standard non-cooperative game theory suggests that in-
dividuals do not reciprocate. This is illustrated in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2, we al-
low the utility function of individuals to be conditional on their decisions about
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personal norms with respect to reciprocal behavior, by incorporating costs from de-
viating from an adopted norm. The latter game is analyzed in Section 3. Section 4
illustrates which kind of equilibria exist.
It has been widely recognized that reciprocal behavior can substantially affect out-

comes of economic transactions, even with macroeconomic implications. For in-
stance, fairness considerations in the labor market between employers and
employees have been suggested to affect both unemployment and the wage distribu-
tion (Akerlof, 1982; Akerlof & Yellen, 1988, 1990). 1 Empirical studies support the
economic relevance of fairness perceptions and reciprocal behavior. For instance,
survey evidence shows that price rigidities and wage setting behavior is motivated
by these factors (e.g. Agell & Lundborg, 1995; Bewley, 2000; Kahneman, Knetsch,
& Thaler, 1986; Levine, 1993). Evidence from laboratory experiments shows that re-
ciprocal behavior is prevalent even in anonymous one-shot labor market games (e.g.
Fehr, G€aachter, & Kirchsteiger, 1996; Fehr, Kirchsteiger, & Riedl, 1993, 1998 for a
comprehensive survey of experimental evidence about fairness and reciprocity, see
Fehr & G€aachter, 2000).
The game analyzed in this paper is motivated by these experimental labor markets.

Obviously, evidence from such one-shot experiments cannot be explained by social
exchange theory or the analysis of repeated games, which would refer to long-term
employer–employee relationships. (Section 5 discusses how our model can contribute
to the understanding of the evidence from experimental labor markets.)
The following explanations of reciprocal behavior in such experiments have been

proposed. In line with equity theory, it has been assumed that individuals are moti-
vated by interdependent preferences, i.e. by the final distribution of the material pay-
off (Bolton & Ocksenfels, 2000; Fehr et al., 1998; Fehr & Schmidt, 1999). Moreover,
so called ‘‘reciprocity utility functions’’ have been suggested to explain both fair and
punishing behavior of agents (Dufwenberg & Kirchsteiger, 1998; Falk & Fisch-
bacher, 1999; Levine, 1998). 2 Whereas both types of models show that one can find
preferences which explain reciprocal behavior, this paper deals with the question if it
is rational to have a norm to reciprocate. An alternative approach to the one in this
paper is the evolution of norms (i.e. social learning) in economies populated by
bounded-rational individuals on basis of evolutionary success (e.g. G€uuth, 1995; G€uuth
& Yaari, 1992; H€ooffler, 1999). Section 6 discusses the relationship between this ap-
proach and the one pursued in this paper. Section 7 summarizes the paper.

2. A simple labor market model without and with norm internalization

Akerlof and Yellen (1990) formulate gift exchange in employer–employee rela-
tionships by the so-called fair wage-effort hypothesis. According to this hypothesis,

1 Other examples of economic consequences of reciprocity are the private provision of public goods

(Sugden, 1984) and the enforcement of contracts (Fehr, G€aachter, & Kirchsteiger, 1997).
2 For a simultaneous move version of these kinds of psychological games, see the seminal paper of Rabin

(1993).
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effort e provided by a worker is a non-decreasing function of the ratio of her actual
wage w to the wage level �ww she perceives as fair. Formally, this kind of reciprocal
behavior of workers can be stated as

e ¼ minfw=�ww; 1g; ð1Þ
i.e. full effort is normalized to unity. Section 2.2 presents a simple labor market
model which rationalizes this kind of behavior by allowing individuals to internalize
the personal norm to reciprocate.

2.1. A labor market model without norm internalization

As a benchmark case, first consider a simple finite game (C) of perfect information
with players i 2 fF ;W g. A productive unit consists in exactly one firm F and one
workerW. Action sets in each stage of the game are assumed to be finite. As depicted
in Fig. 1, the timing of events is as follows.
At the initial decision node a firm owner F announces the wage payment to her

employee. For simplicity, she can only choose among two wages, a low wage w
and a high wage �ww. After the wage has been announced, the worker W can either
supply a low effort level e with 0 < e < 1 or a high effort �ee ¼ 1. At the last stage
the employer can either punish the worker at low costs p ¼ 0 (i.e. no punishment)
or at high costs �pp > 0. 3 For simplicity, a punished worker bears the same cost p
as her employer.

Fig. 1. Timing of events in game C.

3 This setup is motivated by the experimental labor market in Fehr et al. (1996).
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Reciprocal behavior in this context means that the worker supplies full effort
�ee ¼ 1 in response to a high wage offer �ww (and e in response to w) and the employer
punishes if she offered �ww but observed low effort e (and does not punish otherwise).
Payoff functions of workers and firm owners, respectively, are given by

uW ¼ w� e� p and uF ¼ be� w� p; ð2Þ
where b > 0 is a productivity parameter, w 2 fw; �wwg; e 2 fe; 1g and p 2 f0; �ppg. Wa-
ges are assumed to be a share a of ‘‘output’’ be, where 0 < a < 1. That is, w ¼ abe
and �ww ¼ ab, where the latter can be viewed as the ‘‘fair’’ wage. Hence, if e ¼ 1 is
supplied in response to a wage payment �ww, and e in response to w, the fair-wage
effort hypothesis (1) exactly holds.
The unique subgame perfect equilibrium (SPE) of this game is given by

ððw; p no matter if W plays e or �eeÞ; ðe no matter if F plays w or �wwÞÞ ð3Þ

(the first component is the SPE strategy of player F, the second one of player W).
The corresponding payoffs are ððuF ÞSPE=ðuW ÞSPEÞ � ðebð1� aÞ=eðab � 1ÞÞ. It is easy
to see that this equilibrium is inefficient. All strategy pairs in which the firm owner
pays the high wage and the worker supplies full effort (i.e. reciprocates), e.g. ((�ww; �pp if
W plays e and p if W plays �ee), (�ee if F plays �ww; e if F plays w)), would be Pareto-
improving. The reason for the inefficiency of the SPE is that both players anticipate
that the partner will be selfish at any decision node. Hence, this model cannot explain
reciprocal behavior in a one-shot situation.

2.2. A labor market model with norm internalization

Now consider the following game CC. Prior to the three-stage ‘‘bargaining pro-
cess’’ depicted in Fig. 1, individuals are now able to adopt the personal norm that
one should reciprocate. (Throughout the paper, we often refer to this as ‘‘commit-
ment to reciprocate’’.) According to the assumptions below, such a commitment is
feasible. That is, a worker can commit herself to supply full effort �ee ¼ 1 whenever
she is paid the fair wage �ww. An employer can commit herself to punish an exploiting
worker at costs �pp if the worker provides minimum effort e, despite having received a
‘‘fair’’ wage �ww. It is reasonable to assume that whether or not an individual has in-
ternalized the norm to reciprocate is not perfectly observable. Rather, both types of
players imperfectly signal this decision, e.g. by visible emotions. This idea closely fol-
lows Frank (1987, 1988), who provides an extensive discussion about the role of
emotions by signaling behavioral attitudes. 4 Formally, the individual choice whether
or not to adopt the norm to reciprocate is represented by the choice between two
probability density functions (p.d.f.’s) of signals. Which one is chosen is unobserv-
able for the other player. After this decision, an observable signal from the chosen
p.d.f. is realized. Each player only knows the p.d.f. of her signal in advance, but

4 Frank (1987) is concerned with cooperative behavior in a one-shot simultaneous-move game, whereas

we are concerned with reciprocal behavior in a sequential game.
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not its realization. After the realization of the signals, players enter the three-stage
bargaining process depicted in Fig. 1. Table 1 summarizes the timing of events.
Denote the p.d.f. of a signal S of a committed worker with fCð	Þ and of an uncom-

mitted worker with fN ð	Þ. It is assumed that the expected realization of S is higher for
a worker who has chosen fCð	Þ, i.e. for a committed worker. Similarly, denote by
gCð	Þ and gN ð	Þ the p.d.f.’s of the signal T of a committed and uncommitted firm
owner, respectively. Again, the expected realization of T is higher for an employer
who has chosen gCð	Þ rather than gN ð	Þ.
These assumptions ensure that the choice to adopt the behavioral norm to recip-

rocate can be rational. In order to ensure that it is also feasible, such a behavioral
norm is assumed to affect the players’ utility derived from the outcome of the subse-
quent three-stage bargaining process. It has been convincingly argued that consistent
behavior is sustained by emotional dispositions. In our model, this would mean that,
for instance, not being kind to kind persons may trigger feelings of guilt, and unkind
behavior may trigger anger and thus the desire to seek vengeance. In other words,
individuals anticipate that (not) reciprocating would make them feel good (bad)
(see e.g. Elster, 1996; Frank, 1988; Hirshleifer, 1987; Hoffman, 1984). In our context,
these discussions suggest that emotions help to behave according to self-based and
consciously chosen norms of behavior. Formally, deviating from the norm to recip-
rocate in the bilateral bargaining process implies some costs c (of feeling guilty) for a
worker and d (of suppressing anger) for an employer, respectively. That is, utility
functions are now given by:

UW ¼ uW � c if fCð	Þ is chosen; but W does not reciprocate;
uW otherwise;

�
ð4aÞ

UF ¼ uF � d if gCð	Þ is chosen; but F does not reciprocate;
uF otherwise;

�
ð4bÞ

where uW and uF are given by (2). Both the signal p.d.f.’s and the utility functions
(4a) and (4b) are common knowledge among the players.
Feasibility of a commitment to reciprocate requires that the costs of deviating

from a norm to reciprocate outweigh the (material) benefits of deviating from it. Us-
ing (2), it is easy to see that a worker who does not provide high effort in response to

Table 1

Timing of events in game CC

No. Event

1 Signal p.d.f.‘s are chosen, imperfectly signaling if committed to reciprocate and

determining utility functions:

Worker chooses fC or fN , employer chooses gC or gN
2 Signals S and T of worker and employer, respectively, are realized

3 Employer offers wage �ww ¼ ab or w ¼ eab
4 Worker supplies effort �ee ¼ 1 or e < 1
5 Employer chooses whether or not to punish worker (�pp > 0 or p ¼ 0)
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a high wage offer gains 1� e, provided that she is not punished. (If she is punished,
the payoff difference of not reciprocating equals 1� e� �pp.) Similarly, an employer
who does not punish (although she is exploited) gains �pp. Thus, commitment to recip-
rocate is feasible if c > 1� e and d > �pp, which is assumed from now on.
Finally, let fN ðSÞ=fCðSÞ and gNðT Þ=gCðT Þ be non-increasing functions of S and T,

respectively. These conditions are known as monotone likelihood ratio properties in
the principal–agent literature (see Milgrom, 1981). Adopting these standard assump-
tions will lead to plausible behavior of both employers after receiving signals S and
T, respectively.
Two remarks are at order. First, due to the assumptions c > 1� e and d > �pp, re-

spectively, the decision whether or not to adopt the behavioral norm to reciprocate
fully determines the strategy profile for both players in the subsequent subgame, con-
ditional on the realization of signals. That is, if a player is committed and the re-
ceived signal is above a certain threshold (which is derived below), she will
reciprocate. Without commitment, a worker will always supply minimum effort e
and an employer will never punish (i.e. will always choose p ¼ 0). Second, note that
we generally allow for mixed strategies with respect to the choice whether or not to
commit to a behavioral norm. At the end of next section, Nash equilibria of CC in
mixed strategies are interpreted and discussed.

3. Equilibrium analysis

3.1. Threshold signal values

Denote the mixed strategies of a worker and an employer to reciprocate, i.e. the
probabilities assigned to the pure strategies fCð	Þ and gCð	Þ, with sC and tC, respec-
tively. As the payoff functions in (4a) and (4b) indicate, both workers and employers
are risk-neutral.

Employers. Consider an employer who has chosen whether or not to commit her-
self to punish unfair workers; i.e. given her mixed strategies tC and ð1� tCÞ she has
flipped a coin reflecting this randomization and made her choice according to the
outcome. According to (4b), a committed employer will find it prudent to pay the
fair wage �ww after receiving a signal S from a worker if and only if

probfCjSg 	 bð1� aÞ þ ð1� probfCjSgÞ 	 ðbðe� aÞ � �ppÞP ebð1� aÞ: ð5Þ
According to Bayes’ theorem, the probability probfCjSg that a worker with signal S
reciprocates (i.e. supplies full effort when �ww is paid) is given by

probfCjSg ¼ probfCg 	 probfSjCg
probfSg ¼ sCfCðSÞ

sCfCðSÞ þ ð1� sCÞfN ðSÞ
: ð6Þ

Using (6), it is easy to check that condition (5) is equivalent to

sC P
fN ðSÞðabð1� eÞ þ �ppÞ

fCðSÞbð1� aÞð1� eÞ þ fN ðSÞðabð1� eÞ þ �ppÞ ; ð7Þ
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i.e. the higher the unconditional probability sC that a worker reciprocates, the ‘‘more
likely’’ it is that a committed firm owner pays the high wage to a worker for a given
signal S. Similarly, an uncommitted employer will pay the fair wage after receiving S
if and only if

probfCjSg 	 bð1� aÞ þ ð1� probfCjSgÞ 	 bðe� aÞP ebð1� aÞ; ð8Þ
which is equivalent to

sC P
fN ðSÞabð1� eÞ

fCðSÞbð1� aÞð1� eÞ þ fN ðSÞabð1� eÞ ; ð9Þ

according to (6). It is easy to show that according to the monotone likelihood ratio
property assumed above, the right-hand side of (7) and (9), respectively, are non-in-
creasing in S. Thus, we can define �SS� and S� as the minimum values of S such that (7)
and (9) hold, respectively. That is, a committed (an uncommitted) employer pays the
high wage whenever she receives a signal S P �SS� ðS P S�Þ. �SS� and S�may thus be called
threshold signal values. According to (9) and the monotone likelihood ratio property,
these threshold signals have the following plausible properties. First, we have �SS� P S�,
i.e. a committed employer is not less cautious than an uncommitted employer, since
the former has more to lose due to costly punishment when her wage payment is
exploited. Note that the costs d > �pp prevent her from suppressing her anger. Second,
both �SS� and S� are non-increasing in the unconditional probability sC that the worker
is fair, i.e. an employer is not less cautious when a worker is less likely to reciprocate.

Workers. Similarly, consider a worker who has chosen whether or not to commit
herself to be kind when treated kindly, again, by flipping a coin reflecting her mixed
strategies sC and ð1� sCÞ. Due to the costs c > 1� e of not reciprocating, a commit-
ted worker would always supply full effort after receiving a fair wage payment. More-
over, she can never receive less than ðuW ÞSPE ¼ eðab � 1Þ, her utility if not recognized
as fair. In contrast, an uncommitted worker only provides high effort to an employer
who credibly signals to be punishing. Formally, if the signal value of an uncommitted
worker is high enough such that her employer is willing to pay a high wage to her, she
would supply the low effort e to an employer signaling T if and only if

probfCjTg 	 ðab � e� �ppÞ þ ð1� probfCjT gÞ 	 ðab � eÞP ab � 1: ð10Þ
If the punishment �pp would be sufficiently low, (9) would always hold, i.e. an un-

committed worker would always exploit a high wage payment. Thus, to consider a
nontrivial case it is assumed that �pp > 1� e.
Conditional on a signal T, a worker who does not reciprocate in response to a fair

wage offer �ww receives punishment with probability

probfCjTg ¼ tCgCðT Þ
tCgCðT Þ þ ð1� tCÞgN ðT Þ

: ð11Þ

Using (11), (10) can be equivalently stated as

tC 6
gN ðT Þð1� eÞ

gCðT Þð�pp � ð1� eÞÞ þ gN ðT Þð1� eÞ : ð12Þ
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According to the monotone likelihood ratio property assumed above, the right-
hand side of (12) is non-increasing in T. Hence, an uncommitted worker tries to
exploit her employer if and only if the signal value received is sufficiently low, i.e. if
and only if T 6 T �, where T � denotes the maximum value of T such that (12) holds.
Stated differently, the lower the unconditional probability tC that a firm owner
punishes, the ‘‘more likely’’ it is for a given signal T that an uncommitted worker
supplies low effort in response to �ww. Also note that T � is non-increasing in both tC
and �pp due to the monotone likelihood ratio property, i.e. an uncommitted worker
does not become less cautious if the unconditional probability tC to be punished or
the punishment �pp is higher.

3.2. Expected utility functions and Nash equilibria

In order to find Nash equilibria of the extensive form game CC one has to com-
pute the expected utility functions of each player conditional on the decision whether
or not the agent reciprocates, for a given (mixed) strategy of the other agent.
Depending on the decision whether or not to adopt the personal norm that one

should reciprocate, workers will signal S P �SS� ðS P S�Þ with probability

�QQj �
Z 1

�SS�
fjðSÞdS Q

j

 
�
Z 1

S�
fjðSÞdS

!
; j ¼ C;N : ð13Þ

Analogously, employers will signal T > T � with probability

Rj �
Z 1

T �
gjðT ÞdT ; j ¼ C;N : ð14Þ

Workers. Note that �SS� P S� implies both Q
C

P �QQC and Q
N

P �QQN . The expected
utility of a committed worker equals

EW
C ¼ �QQCðab � 1Þ þ ðQ

C
� �QQCÞ tCeðabð � 1Þ þ ð1� tCÞðab � 1ÞÞ

þ ð1� Q
C
Þeðab � 1Þ: ð15Þ

This can be seen as follows. �QQC is the probability that any firm owner will pay the
high wage �ww ¼ ab to a committed worker, yielding a utility ðab � 1Þ. With proba-
bility ðQ

C
� �QQCÞ a committed worker does not receive the high wage if she is mat-

ched with a committed employer, whereas an uncommitted employer still pays a
high wage (provided uncommitted employers are less cautious, i.e. Q

C
> �QQC). The

probability to meet a committed employer is tC. With probability ð1� Q
C
Þ a com-

mitted worker will always get a low wage w ¼ eab, yielding a net payoff ðeab � eÞ.
An uncommitted worker will exploit her employer after receiving a high wage,

only if she receives a signal T 6 T �, because of the punishment she might face. The
probability h that a firm owner with a mixed strategy tC signals T 6 T � equals

h � probfT 6 T �g ¼ tCð1� RCÞ þ ð1� tCÞð1� RN Þ: ð16Þ
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Thus, the expected payoff of an uncommitted worker is given by

EW
N ¼ QN h probfCjT

�h
6 T �gðab � e� �ppÞ þ ð1� probfCjT 6 T �gÞðab � eÞ

�
þ ð1� hÞðab � 1Þ

i
þ Q

N
� QN

� �
tCeðabð � 1Þ þ ð1� tCÞðab � eÞÞ

þ ð1� Q
N
Þeðab � 1Þ; ð17Þ

which can be understood as follows. �QQN is the probability for an uncommitted
worker to get a high wage by any employer. With probability h she is matched with a
firm owner who signals to be an appropriate victim for exploitation. However, with a
conditional probability of

probfCjT 6 T �g ¼ probfCg 	 probfT 6 T �jCg
probfT 6 T �g ¼ tCð1� RCÞ

h
ð18Þ

her employer will nevertheless punish her in response to a low effort supply.
Moreover, with probability ð1� hÞ an uncommitted worker will be cautious enough
not to exploit a high wage payment even if she has S P S

�
. An uncommitted worker

signaling S 2 ½S�; S
�Þ [with probability ðQ

N
� QN Þ] receives a fair wage less often than

a worker signaling S P S
�
. But she does not have to fear to be punished if she gets the

opportunity to exploit, since only uncommitted firm owners will pay the high wage.
Thus, with probability ðQ

N
� QN Þð1� tCÞ she has S 2 ½S�; S

�Þ and will get away with
unfair behavior. However, with probability tC the employer is committed, and pays a
low wage if she receives S 2 ½S�; S

�Þ. If a worker signals S < S� [with probability
ð1� Q

N
Þ] she is not trustworthy enough to get a high wage from any employer.

Employers. In order to compute the expected utility functions of firm owners, note
that the total probability that a worker with a mixed strategy sC signals
S P �SS�ðS P S�Þ is given by

�pp � sC �QQC þ ð1� sCÞ �QQN p
�

� sCQC
þ ð1� sCÞQN

�
: ð19Þ

Moreover, the conditional probability that a worker signaling S P �SS� ðS P S�Þ does
not exploit a fair wage payment equals

probfCjS P �SS�g ¼ sC �QQC=�pp probfCjS
�

P S�g ¼ sCQC
=p
�
: ð20Þ

Thus, the expected utility for an employer who has committed to punish is given by

EF
C ¼ RCbð1� aÞ þ ð1� RCÞ �pp probfCjS

�h
P �SS�gbð1� aÞ

þ ð1� probfCjS P �SS�gÞðbðe� aÞ � �ppÞ
�
þ ð1� �ppÞebð1� aÞ

i
; ð21Þ

whereas the expected utility of an uncommitted employer equals

EF
N ¼ RNbð1� aÞ þ ð1� RNÞ p probfCjS

�h
P S�gbð1� aÞ

þ ð1� probfCjS P S�gÞbðe� aÞ
�
þ ð1� pÞebð1� aÞ

i
: ð22Þ
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A committed firm owner deters an uncommitted worker from exploiting a high
wage payment with probability RC. However, if a committed employer signals
T 6 T � [with a probability ð1� RCÞ] a seemingly fair worker will exploit a fair wage
payment with probability �pp 	 ð1� probfCjS P �SS�gÞ. So far the argumentation with
respect to uncommitted firm owners is completely analogous. However, a committed
firm owner bears punishment costs �pp if she is exploited, whereas an uncommitted em-
ployer never punishes. Finally, the probability that a committed firm owner does not
deter unfair effort supply and is not matched with a trustworthy worker is given by
ð1� RCÞð1� �ppÞ. Thus, in this case she will pay the low wage. (An analogous argu-
ment holds for an uncommitted employer.)
In a Nash equilibrium of the extensive form game CC, given the other player’s ran-

domization, neither player can raise her expected utility by changing her own ran-
domization. Thus, in a Nash equilibrium ðs�C; t�CÞ it holds that EF

C ¼ EF
N if

0 < s�C < 1 and EW
C ¼ EW

N if 0 < t�C < 1.

3.3. Interpretation of mixed Nash equilibria as population shares

In order to interpret Nash equilibria of our simple labor market model with norm
internalization, assume there is a large population of both employers and workers,
and both populations have an equal size. Firm owners and workers are randomly
pairwise matched to a productive unit. Like in evolutionary game theory, individuals
are confined to use pure strategies only (e.g. Fudenberg & Levine, 1998). That is,
each player either adopts the behavioral norm to reciprocate or not, i.e. randomiza-
tion in choosing signal p.d.f.’s is ruled out (which is the only reasonable assumption
in our context). A mixed strategy profile of the extensive form game CC is interpreted
as representing the population share of individuals who have chosen the correspond-
ing pure strategy. Thus, a Nash equilibrium in mixed strategies ðs�C; t�CÞ of the exten-
sive form game CC is interpreted to reflect the equilibrium population share of
workers and employers, respectively, who are committed to reciprocate. Let’s call
this a reciprocity equilibrium. In reciprocity equilibrium, no individual wants to
change her personal norm with respect to reciprocal behavior.
Efficiency of a productive unit is enhanced compared to the SPE of Section 2.1 if

the employer pays the high wage and the worker provides full effort. The latter will
occur either when the worker is committed to reciprocate or when an uncommitted
worker fears punishment. In order to rationalize the ‘‘fair-wage effort’’ hypothesis
(1), it suffices to show that efficiency is enhanced at least in some employer–employee
relationships.

4. Which kind of reciprocity equilibria do exist?

The following analysis reveals which kind of reciprocity equilibria of CC do ex-
ist. Will there always be a positive fraction of employers or workers, respectively,
who deliberately internalized the norm to reciprocate? Can there be an equilib-
rium in which all workers or employers, respectively, consistently reciprocate?
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These questions are examined in an example with uniform signal distributions.
That is,

fCðSÞ ¼
zfC � yfC
	 
�1

if S 2 yfC; z
f
C

� �
;

0 otherwise;

(

fNðSÞ ¼
zfN � yfN
	 
�1

if S 2 yfN ; z
f
N

� �
;

0 otherwise;

( ð23aÞ

gCðT Þ ¼
zgC � ygCð Þ�1 if T 2 ygC; z

g
C½ �;

0 otherwise;

(

gN ðT Þ ¼
zgN � ygNð Þ�1 if T 2 ygN ; z

g
N½ �;

0 otherwise;

( ð23bÞ

where yfN < yfC < zfN < zfC and ygN < ygC < zgN < zgC. Furthermore, assume for the sake
of simplicity

a � zfC
	

� yfC

�1 ¼ zfN

	
� yfN


�1
and b � zgCð � ygCÞ

�1 ¼ zgNð � ygN Þ
�1
; ð24Þ

respectively.

4.1. Threshold signal values with uniformly distributed signals

Employers. According to (7), (23a) and (24), if sC < ðabð1� eÞ þ �ppÞ=
ðbð1� eÞ þ �ppÞ � ~ssC (i.e. if the share of committed workers is sufficiently low), a com-
mitted employer will pay the high wage if and only if she can be completely sure that
the worker she is matched with will not exploit her (i.e. if she receives a signal
S > zfN ). (Note that a < ~ssC < 1.) Uncommitted firm owners are less cautious since
they will never be angry enough to bear the costs of punishing workers. According
to (7), (23a) and (24), their threshold signal for paying the fair wage equals zfN if and
only if sC < a. In contrast, if sC is sufficiently high, it looks attractive for firm owners
to pay the fair wage unless knowing for sure they will be exploited, i.e. unless they
receive S < yfC. Hence,

�SS� ¼ S� ¼ zfN if and only if 06 sC < a; ð25aÞ

�SS� ¼ zfN and S� ¼ yfC if and only if a6 sC < ~ssC; ð25bÞ

�SS� ¼ S� ¼ yfC if and only if ~ssC 6 sC 6 1: ð25cÞ
Together with (12), (23a) and (24), one obtains from (25a)–(25c) that the respec-

tive shares in total population of workers above those threshold signals are given by

�QQN ¼ Q
N
¼ 0 and �QQC ¼ Q

C
¼ a zfC
	

� zfN


for 06 sC < a; ð26aÞ

�QQN ¼ 0; Q
N
¼ a zfN
	

� yfC


and �QQC ¼ a zfC

	
� zfN



; Q

C
¼ 1

for a6 sC < ~ssC;
ð26bÞ
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�QQN ¼ Q
N
¼ a zfN
	

� yfC


and �QQC ¼ Q

C
¼ 1 for ~ssC 6 sC 6 1: ð26cÞ

Workers. Committed workers always reciprocate after receiving a high wage pay-
ment. For uncommitted employees, using (12), (23b) and (24) one obtains (in an
analogous way to the threshold values of employers derived above)

T � ¼ zgN if and only if 06 tC 6 ð1� eÞ=�pp; ð27aÞ

T � ¼ ygC if and only if ð1� eÞ=�pp < tC 6 1: ð27bÞ

(Remember ð1� eÞ=�pp < 1.) Hence, if the share of punishing employers in the
economy is sufficiently high, an uncommitted worker never tries to exploit a high
wage payment unless the probability that her employer does never punish equals
unity. From (27a) and (27b), the respective shares in total population of firm owners
above those threshold signals are given by

RN ¼ 0 and RC ¼ b zgCð � zgN Þ for 06 tC 6 ð1� eÞ=�pp; ð28aÞ

RN ¼ b zgNð � ygCÞ and RC ¼ 1 for ð1� eÞ=�pp < tC 6 1: ð28bÞ

4.2. Reciprocity equilibria

Now reciprocity equilibria can be derived analytically. According to (12), un-
committed workers do not try to exploit a high wage payment if receiving a signal
above a threshold value T �. Thus, the interval tC 2 ½0; 1� generally has to be divided
in at least two subintervals in order to compute expected utility functions. More-
over, with possibly different signal thresholds for committed and uncommitted em-
ployers (i.e. �SS� > S� for some sC), one has to consider at least three subintervals of
sC 2 ½0; 1�. Hence, generally one has to look at least at 2� 3 ¼ 6 cases. Considering
uniformly distributed signals is the simplest example since one obtains just this
minimum number of six cases, according to (25a)–(25c) and (27a) and (27b).
In Appendix A, propositions about the existing reciprocity equilibria are formally

stated and proven. The derivation comes from a systematic analysis of the six cases
outlined above. Since it is not necessary to be engaged in this formal analysis to
grasp the nature and the intuition of the results one obtains, the main implications
of the propositions in Appendix A are summarized and discussed in the following.

Result 1. In any reciprocity equilibrium, a strictly positive share of workers is com-
mitted (see Proposition 1 in Appendix A).

Result 2. There always exists a reciprocity equilibrium in which all individuals (i.e.
employers and workers) are committed (see Proposition 7 in Appendix A). More
generally, if the share of committed employers in reciprocity equilibrium is sufficiently
large, all workers are committed to reciprocate (see Propositions 2, 5 and 7 in Appendix
A). But there may also exist reciprocity equilibria with committed workers only, in
which the share of committed employers is low (see Proposition 4 in Appendix A).
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Result 3. Reciprocity equilibria with only uncommitted employers may exist (see
Propositions 3, 4 and 6 in Appendix A).

Result 4. If the fraction of non-punishing employers is sufficiently small, there may be
a reciprocity equilibrium in which both types of workers, and, in addition, both types of
employers coexist (see Propositions 3 and 6 in Appendix A).

The intuition of these results are as follows. First, if the share of committed work-
ers sC would be close to zero, firm owners would be reluctant to pay a high wage un-
less they are matched with a fair worker with probability one, according to (25a). In
other words, uncommitted workers would never be paid the high wage. Thus, those
workers could have unambiguously raised their expected utility by adopting consis-
tently fair behavior. Thus, a situation without any committed workers can never be
an equilibrium. The second result says that there is at least one reciprocity equilib-
rium with fair workers only, given that the share of committed employers is large.
This is because, on the one hand, uncommitted workers have a high probability to
be punished and, on the other hand, they receive a high wage less often than com-
mitted workers. Third, reciprocity equilibria with only uncommitted firm owners
cannot be ruled out. This is simply because, although commitment to punish may
deter uncommitted workers from exploiting a high wage, such a commitment is
costly if it does not deter unfair behavior. Finally, if the share of committed employ-
ers is small, so is the risk for exploiting workers to be punished. Thus, not all workers
are necessarily committed in a reciprocity equilibrium. Moreover, if this is the case,
employers have to weigh the benefits (deterring unfair workers) and the punishment
costs when deciding whether or not to commit to punish unfair workers. This gives
rise to the possibility of interior reciprocity equilibria.

5. Explaining reciprocal behavior in experimental labor markets

According to Result 1, a strictly positive share of workers internalize the personal
norm that one should provide full effort �ee ¼ 1, if the fair wage �ww is paid. According
to Result 2, in one type of equilibrium all workers commit to reciprocal behavior.
Moreover, there are equilibria in which some or even all employers are committed
to punish unfair behavior, thus deterring uncommitted workers to exploit fair wage
payments. In sum, the results confirm the fair wage-effort hypothesis (1) at least for
some, if not all, productive units. In the following, it is argued that our model is also
capable to explain reciprocal behavior in anonymous laboratory experiments of one-
shot games.
A basic premise of the above model is that agents can signal their behavioral

commitment to reciprocate. One may thus object that in laboratory experiments
communication (i.e. an exchange of signals) is usually precluded. So how can the
model explain the observed reciprocal behavior in experimental labor markets?
The following interpretation of the results from these experiments suggests an an-
swer to this question. For both an ‘‘employer’’ to pay a high wage and for a ‘‘work-
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er’’ to provide full effort the players have to attribute a positive probability to the
possibility that there partners have internalized the personal norm that one should
reciprocate. Usually, the two groups of experimental subjects (‘‘workers’’ and ‘‘em-
ployers’’) are located in different rooms and do not directly communicate through
signals. Hence, wage offers of ‘‘employers’’ can only depend on their beliefs about
the share of fair ‘‘workers’’ in the other room. Similarly, giving ‘‘employers’’ the
possibility to punish unfair ‘‘workers’’ (as in Fehr et al., 1996), effort choices of un-
committed ‘‘workers’’ depend on their beliefs about the share of vengeance-seeking
‘‘employers’’. Experimental subjects form these beliefs from their everyday experi-
ence. The above analysis provides a rational basis for such beliefs. The experimental
subjects thus act according to both their beliefs and their internalized personal
norms. Deviating from the commitment to reciprocate may imply psychological
costs (e.g. due to emotional dispositions) which outweigh potential material gains.
In our model, this has been the reason why such a commitment could serve as
self-binding in the first place. Moreover, given that a positive share of ‘‘employers’’
in experimental labor markets is committed to punish unfair behavior, even ‘‘work-
ers’’ without a behavioral norm to reciprocate may nevertheless behave kindly in or-
der to avoid punishment. 5

6. Social learning versus rational choice of norms

Evidence from laboratory experiments not only suggests that a substantial frac-
tion of individuals reciprocate in one-shot games, even though this implies immedi-
ate material losses, but also that behavioral attitudes are altered at some point of life.
In a series of experiments, Hannan, Kagel, and Moser (1999) find that there are large
differences in reciprocity between US undergraduates and MBA students. The extent
of (costly) reciprocation in one-shot labor market games is found to be substantially
higher in experiments with MBA students who are older on average and already
have gathered work experience.
Standard economic modeling takes preferences as given. For instance, Becker and

Stigler (1977) defend the usual assumption that preferences are stable and identical
among individuals in arguing that both changes in prices and differences in income
among individuals alone can explain even substantial changes in behavior and be-
havioral differences among individuals, respectively. In contrast, Hirschman (1984,
p. 90), following the philosopher Frankfurt (1971), argues that ‘‘autonomous, reflec-
tive changes in values ½. . .� do occur from time to time in the lives of individuals’’ and
objects to Becker and Stigler (1977) insisting that ‘‘de valoribus est disputandum’’.
In line with the so-called ‘‘indirect evolutionary approach’’ (e.g. G€uuth, 1995;

G€uuth & Yaari, 1992), this paper takes an intermediate view by hypothesizing
stable (non-altruistic) meta-preferences (see (2)). In our model, individuals

5 Of course, reciprocal behavior in one-shot encounters is not restricted to experimental labor markets.
See e.g. Fehr and Schmidt (1999) for a survey of other experiments with a sequential game structure.
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consciously choose their type (i.e. behavioral norm) by taking into account these
meta-preferences. Formally, this choice is reflected in their utility functions (see
(4a) and (4b)), in turn determining behavior in the subsequent game. Also in
the indirect evolutionary approach, individuals behave according to a utility func-
tion which depends on a certain type (or norm, respectively), however, without
considering whether their behavior also serves their meta-preferences (which are
represented by so-called ‘‘evolutionary success functions’’). Rather, natural or cul-
tural selection (i.e. evolutionary success) eventually determines one’s type in this
kind of model. 6 This process is then interpreted as social learning of behavioral
attitudes, substituting the choice whether or not to commit to a self-binding per-
sonal norm pursued in our approach. In fact, evolutionary approaches do not
(have to) rationalize why individuals do not deviate from a norm when deviation
would be beneficial regarding their meta-preferences, simply because of the
‘‘bounded-rational’’ behavior of not considering them. In contrast, our approach
suggests that emotional dispositions are necessary to sustain a norm in a concrete
situation, and that it may be rational to adopt such dispositions. This has been
formalized as sufficiently high costs of deviating from an adopted behavioral
norm, as reflected in (4a) and (4b).
Frank (1988) argues that the term ‘‘rational choice’’ in such a context can be un-

derstood as self-reflection which eventually drives emotional dispositions. Human-
beings would have the inherited cognitive skills to form habits and norms through
a self-reflection process. (Admittedly, here this process has been formalized in a very
stylized way.) In fact, a non-altruistic person could wish to be motivated by emotions
(like feeling guilty or angry) and could consciously choose a kind of conditioning and
social environment which raises the probability to be emotionally disposed. Obvi-
ously, this view is very different from evolutionary learning, in which individuals
are eventually ‘‘programmed’’ to neglect their non-altruistic meta-preferences. 7

Alternatively to both views, one can argue that parents, teachers etc. play an im-
portant role in shaping value-based personal norms. As Hoffman (1984, p. 119)
states: ‘‘If a person has internalized a moral norm, then when it is activated it is usu-
ally experienced as deriving autonomously from within the self. That is, cognitive di-
mensions of the norm, the associated affect (guilt), and the disposition to act in
accord with the norm are experienced as self-generated. The original source of the
norm, for example, the parent, has lost most or all of its motive force and may be
forgotten’’. However, even if parents play an important role in the development of

6 In contrast to the indirect evolutionary approach, behavior in ‘‘direct’’ evolutionary games (e.g.

H€ooffler, 1999) is determined without utility maximization, i.e., directly by the type of individuals. Again,
types can be observed by individuals and evolve, for instance, through imitation of successful types

(‘‘replicator dynamics’’). (For a discussion, see K€oonigstein & M€uuller, 1999.)
7 Whether or not preferences or norms, respectively, can be consciously chosen to some extent is a lively

debate among philosophers (e.g. Moody-Adams, 1990; Nagel, 1979). According to Frankfurt (1987, p.

38), ‘‘what the person really wants ½. . .� is incorporated into himself by virtue of the fact that he has it by his
own will’’ (italics original).
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personal norms, a reflective evaluation of these norms by adolescents or adults may
still occur.

7. Summary

This paper has shown that the adoption of a self-sustained behavioral norm that
one should be kind to kind persons and unkind to unkind persons can be understood
as rational choice of non-altruistic individuals. Two assumptions are crucial for
this result. First, signaling about personal norms is possible (although doubtlessly
imperfect), e.g. through emotions (e.g. Frank, 1987, 1988; Hirshleifer, 1987). Sec-
ond, the commitment to reciprocal behavior is feasible (i.e. self-binding) due to
psychological costs, outweighing the material benefits, of deviating from behavioral
norms.
Reciprocal behavior in employer–employee relationships have become a stylized

fact in one-shot laboratory experiments. Based on our theoretical results, the follow-
ing suggestions have been made to explain this behavior. First, in these experiments
(as well as in real life) workers may provide high effort either because they have cho-
sen to behave reciprocally fair or because they fear to work with employers who have
chosen to punish unkind behavior. Second, subjects in experimental labor markets
hold beliefs about the share of the population who consistently reciprocate (on basis
of everyday experience), and realize that their exchange partners will stick to their
norms even in a one-shot game.
The theoretical approach in this paper should be viewed as alternative to ‘‘social

learning’’ theories, which are formalized in evolutionary games. In these models, nat-
ural or cultural selection substitutes rational choices of self-sustained behavioral
norm pursued in this paper. Both kinds of forces may be important to understand
why people reciprocate even in one-shot situations, but are unlikely to be the only
explanations. This should be a bright prospect for future research.
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Appendix A

In this appendix, formal propositions about reciprocity equilibria with uniform
signal distributions, which are summarized and discussed in Section 4, are stated
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and proven. First, the expected utility functions (15), (17), (21) and (22) are given in
rewritten form. Using (16), (18), (19) and (20), respectively, we obtain the following
expressions:

EW
C ¼ ðab � 1Þð �QQC þ ðQ

C
� �QQCÞðtCeþ 1� tCÞ þ ð1� Q

C
ÞeÞ; ðA:1Þ

EW
N ¼ QNðtCð1� RCÞðab � e� �ppÞ þ ð1� tCÞð1� RN Þðab � eÞ

þ ð1� tCð1� RCÞ � ð1� tCÞð1� RN ÞÞðab � 1ÞÞ
þ ðQ

N
� QN ÞðtCeðab � 1Þ þ ð1� tCÞðab � eÞÞ þ ð1� Q

N
Þeðab � 1Þ;

ðA:2Þ

EF
C ¼ RCbð1� aÞ þ ð1� RCÞ 	 ðsC �QQCbð1� aÞ þ ð1� sCÞ �QQNðbðe� aÞ � �ppÞ

þ ð1� sC �QQC � ð1� sCÞ �QQN Þebð1� aÞÞ; ðA:3Þ

EF
N ¼ RNbð1� aÞ þ ð1� RN Þ 	 ðsCQC

bð1� aÞ þ ð1� sCÞQN
bðe� aÞ

þ ð1� sCQC
� ð1� sCÞQN

Þebð1� aÞÞ: ðA:4Þ

We are now ready to derive the following propositions.

Proposition 1. sC 2 ½0; aÞ cannot be part of a reciprocity equilibrium.

Proof. If 06 sC < a, then (A.1), (A.2) and (26a) imply EW
C ¼ ðab � 1Þ

ð �QQC þ ð1� �QQCÞeÞ and EW
N ¼ eðab � 1Þ, where �QQC ¼ aðzfC � zfN Þ 2 ð0; 1Þ according to

(26a). Thus, EW
C > EW

N if and only if ðab � 1Þ �QQCð1� eÞ > 0 which is fulfilled. This
confirms Proposition 1. �

Proposition 2. sC 2 ½a; 1Þ and tC 2 ðð1� eÞ=�pp; 1� cannot be a reciprocity equilibrium.

Proof. Proposition 2 is proven in two steps.
Step 1. If a6 sC < ~ssC, it is easy to show by using (A.3), (A.4), (26b) and (28b) that

EF
C > EF

N . In this case tC would equal unity. However, one can see by using (A.1),
(A.2), (26b) and (28b) that tC ¼ 1 would imply EW

C > EW
N . Thus, in this case

sC 2 ½a; ~ssCÞ cannot be a reciprocity equilibrium.
Step 2. If ~ssC 6 sC < 1, using (A.3), (A.4), (26c) and (28b) yields EF

C > EF
N . This

would imply tC ¼ 1. Moreover, if tC ¼ 1, then EW
C > EW

N according to (A.1), (A.2),
(26c) and (28b). However, this would imply sC ¼ 1 which is a contradiction. This
confirms Proposition 2. �

Proposition 3. (i) Suppose abð1� Q
N
Þ6 1, where Q

N
is given in (26b). If

ŝsC �
ð1� aÞRC þ aQ

N

ð1� aÞ 1� �QQCð1� RCÞ
� �

þ aQ
N

2 ½a; ~ssCÞ;
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where �QQC and RC are given in (26b) and (28a), respectively, and

t̂tC �
1� abð1� Q

N
Þ

�QQCðab � 1Þ þ 1� abð1� Q
N
Þ
2 ½0; ð1� eÞ=�pp�;

then s�C ¼ ŝsC and t�C ¼ t̂tC is a reciprocity equilibrium. (ii) If abð1� Q
N
Þ > 1; sC 2 ½a; ~ssCÞ

and tC 2 ½0; ð1� eÞ=�pp� cannot be a reciprocity equilibrium.

Proof. Consider the case a6 sC < ~ssC and 06 tC 6 ð1� eÞ=�pp. (i) Using (A.1), (A.2),
(26b) and (28a) one obtains after some tedious but straightforward manipulation
that EW

C >;¼; < EW
N if and only if tC >;¼; < t̂tC. Similarly, using (A.3), (A.4), (25b)

and (27a) reveals EF
C >;¼; < EF

N if and only if sC <;¼; > ŝsC, where QN
, �QQC and RC are

given in (26b) and (28a), respectively. For abð1� Q
N
Þ6 1, we have t̂tC P 0. Also note

that ŝsC 2 ð0; 1Þ. Thus, it is possible that t̂tC 2 ½0; ð1� eÞ=�pp� and ŝsC 2 ½a; ~ssCÞ simulta-
neously hold. (ii) If abð1� Q

N
Þ > 1, then t̂tC < 0. But this means EW

C > EW
N for any

tC P 0. This concludes the proof. �

Proposition 4. If

�ttC �
ð1� eÞ 1� abð1� �QQNÞ

� �
ð1� eÞRC þ �ppð1� RCÞ

6 ð1� eÞ=�pp;

where �QQN is given in (26c) and RC is given in (27a), then s�C ¼ 1 and any
t�C 2 ½maxf0;�ttCg; ð1� eÞ=�pp� is a reciprocity equilibrium.

Proof. If sC ¼ 1 and 06 tC 6 ð1� eÞ=�pp, then using (A.1), (A.2), (26c) and (28a)
reveals EW

C >;¼; < EW
N if and only if tC >;¼; < �ttC. One can show that

�ttC 6 ð1� eÞ=�pp if and only if abð1� �QQN ÞP 1� ð1� eÞ=�ppð ÞRC. Also note that if
abð1� �QQNÞ > 1, then �ttC < 0 and thus EW

C > EW
N for all tC 2 ½0; ð1� eÞ=�pp�. If

sC ¼ 1, then EF
C ¼ EF

N according to (A.3), (A.4), (26c) and (28a) which concludes
the proof. �

Proposition 5. If

��tt�ttC �
�QQN ð1� RN Þð1� eÞ � ðab � 1Þ 1� eð1� �QQN Þ

� �
�QQN ð1� RN Þð1� eÞ >

1� e
�pp

;

where �QQN and RN are given in (26c) and (28b), respectively, then s�C ¼ 1 and
any t�C 2 ½��tt�ttC; 1Þ is a reciprocity equilibrium.

Proof. If sC ¼ 1 and ð1� eÞ=�pp < tC 6 1, then EF
C ¼ EF

N for all tC within the
presumed interval according to (A.3), (A.4), (26c) and (28b). Moreover, using
(A.1), (A.2), (26c) and (28b) one obtains EW

C >;¼; < EW
N if and only if

tC >;¼; <��tt�ttC, and ��tt�ttC > ð1� eÞ=�pp may hold. Also note that ��tt�ttC < 1. This confirms
the result. �
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Proposition 6. Suppose that abð1� �QQN Þ 2 ½ð1� ð1� eÞ=�ppÞRC; 1�. (i) If RCbð1� eÞ
ð1� að1� �QQN ÞÞ ¼ ð1� RCÞ �QQN �pp, where �QQN and RC are given in (26c) and (28a), re-
spectively, then t�C ¼ �ttC and any s�C 2 ½~ssC; 1Þ is a reciprocity equilibrium. (ii) If
RCbð1� eÞð1� að1� �QQN ÞÞ < ð1� RCÞ �QQN �pp and abð1� �QQN Þ ¼ 1, then t�C ¼ 0 and
any s�C 2 ½~ssC; 1Þ is a reciprocity equilibrium.

Proof. Note that abð1� �QQNÞ 2 ½ð1� ð1� eÞ=�ppÞRC; 1� implies �ttC 2 ½0; ð1� eÞ=�pp�. If
~ssC 6 sC < 1 and 06 tC 6 ð1� eÞ=�pp, one obtains EF

C >;¼; < EF
N if and only if

RCbð1� eÞð1� að1� �QQN ÞÞ >;¼; < ð1� RCÞ �QQN �pp for all sC 2 ½~ssC; 1Þ according to
(A.1), (A.2), (26c) and (28a). (i) If RCbð1� eÞð1� að1� �QQN ÞÞ > ð1� RCÞ �QQN �pp, then
there is no reciprocity equilibrium in this case. If RCbð1� eÞð1� a
ð1� �QQNÞÞ ¼ ð1� RCÞ �QQN �pp, then t�C ¼ �ttC and any s�C 2 ½~ssC; 1Þ is a reciprocity equilib-
rium. (ii) If RCbð1� eÞð1� að1� �QQN ÞÞ < ð1� RCÞ �QQN �pp, then one obtains reciprocity
equilibria only in the special case in which �ttC ¼ 0 holds, i.e. if and only if
abð1� �QQN Þ ¼ 1, where �QQN is given by (26c). In this case t

�
C ¼ 0 and any s�C 2 ½~ssC; 1Þ is

a reciprocity equilibrium. �

Proposition 7. s�C ¼ 1 and t�C ¼ 1 is always a reciprocity equilibrium.

Proof. Remember that in case of sC ¼ 1, we have EF
C ¼ EF

N for all tC 2 ðð1� eÞ=�pp; 1�
according to the proof of Proposition 5. Thus, it remains to show that if tC ¼ 1, then
sC would equal unity. In fact, using (A.1), (A.2), (26c) and (28b), it is easy to see that
EW
C > EW

N if tC ¼ 1. �
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